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This paper presents an atomistic Green’s function study of phonon transport through a
heterogeneous interface between bulk TiC substrates and graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). The force
constants that govern the lattice dynamical equations are obtained from first-principles density
functional theory (DFT) calculations and then optimized for the Green’s function formulation.
Phonon vibrational properties of TiC and GNRs are investigated by lattice dynamics calculations
with optimized force constants that correlate well to direct DFT results. Thermal conductances
of TiC-GNR-TiC systems are studied together with TiC-GNR structures. The conductances of
TiC-GNR interfaces are normalized by ribbon width and are found to converge. The converged
value is used to estimate the interface resistance of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs)
grown on metal catalyst support substrates and is found to be consistent in an order of magnitude
sense with experimental results on MWCNT arrays. The results reveal that covalent bonds may be
formed during CNT synthesis and quantify the resulting thermal impedance caused by phonon
mismatch.VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3556454]
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) are single layers of gra-
phene with fixed widths1,2 and have recently elicited much
interest within the scientific research community for their
extraordinary transport properties.1–4 Previous research on
GNRs has shown that their mechanical and thermal proper-
ties are comparable, or in some cases superior, to those of
carbon nanotubes (CNTs).3,5,6 Therefore, GNR-related
research not only provides fundamental physical insights but
also may be useful in understanding CNT properties due to
the similarities in lattice structure. One extraordinary prop-
erty shared by GNRs and CNTs is an extremely high in-
plane thermal conductivity5,7,8 that has potential use in a
wide variety applications, such as thermal interface materi-
als.9,10 Compared to CNTs, the fabrication of GNRs is rela-
tively complicated,11 and compact, high-density vertical
arrays have not been realized. However, the simple atomic
structure of GNR remains a good example for computational
studies, and this context is the basis for the present study of
thermal transport from a bulk substrate to graphene.
Heterogeneous material interfaces are inevitable in real
applications and thermal properties in particular are suscepti-
ble to changes in lattice structure, elemental composition,
and dimensionality. Today, the critical scale of many thermal
interface problems is in the nanometer range.12–15 This
requires a modeling and interpretative framework that goes
beyond Fourier heat conduction analysis, for at such scales,
heat transfer is determined by the transport of quantum
energy carriers—phonons and electrons. For GNRs, phonons
are expected to be the primary energy carriers at room tem-
perature and electronic thermal conductance can be
ignored.16 While phonon wave transport in pristine GNRs
and CNTs has been previously studied atomistically,17,18 no
such work has been reported on metal-GNR/CNT interfaces.
In this paper, a physics-based atomistic Green’s function
model is used to investigate transport at GNR-TiC interfaces.
The results may be extrapolated to CNT thermal interface
materials.
The thermal interface resistance between carbon nano-
tubes and metal substrates has been studied by several differ-
ent methods. Xu and Fisher9 reported a measured interface
resistance of a Si-CNT-Cu interface where CNTs were
grown on the Si substrate by plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition. A Ti/Al/Fe metal layer coated on the sub-
strate to catalyze the synthesis produced an interface resist-
ance of 20 mm2K/W. Hu et al.19 measured a CNT array
synthesized by the same method using a three-omega
approach and reported a room temperature resistance of
approximately 14 mm2 K/W at a contact pressure of 100
kPa, and a value of 16 mm2 K/W at 40 kPa. Cola et al.10
observed a resistance of 4 mm2 K/W by a photoacoustic
technique on a Cu-CNT-CNT-Cu setup in which CNT arrays
were synthesized on two pieces of Cu foils, and the opposing
free tips of the CNTs were in mechanical contact. Hu et al.20
characterized a CNT-CNT interface through diffraction-
limited infrared microscopy and reported a resistance of 380
mm2 K/W which is much higher than expected value. Later,
Cola et al.21 used the same technique and measured interface
resistance of CNT arrays directly synthesized on the C-face
and the Si-face of 4H-SiC. The results indicate that the
C-face is more favorable to chemical bonding and provides
stronger adhesion between the substrate and the CNT arrays.
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substrate. In Ref. 21 the CNT arrays on the C-face and the
Si-face were measured with the CNTs free tips in contact
with an Ag substrate. Despite the poor adhesion on the Si-
face, the corresponding thermal resistance was only twofold
higher than the resistance on the C-face. Tong et al.13,22 used
a transient thermoreflectance method measured a resistance
of approximately 10 mm2 K/W at a CNT array interface
dominated by van der Waals interactions. By enhancing the
adhesion of the interface using a layer of indium,13,22 the re-
sistance was reduced to approximately 1 mm2 K/W. Zhang
et al.23 measured a Ti-catalyzed CNT array on an Si sub-
strate and reported a resistance of 7 mm2 K/W.
Nanoscale interface heat transfer models are particularly
challenging to apply because traditional diffusive transport
models, such as the Fourier model, are generally inappropri-
ate. Furthermore great uncertainty exists in the material
properties and chemical configurations involved, particularly
for macroscopic samples consisting of innumerable nano-
scale elements that are not expected to be identical. Despite
these challenges and the uncertainties associated with the
specification of interfaces, diverse numerical methods have
been used to study thermal interface resistance. The methods
generally fall into several categories: molecular dynamics
(MD), semiclassical analyses, and Green’s function methods.
Classical MD (Ref. 24) simulation can capture harmonic
and anharmonic lattice interactions14 at material interfaces.
However, MD requires a system with a large number of
atoms to ensure the fidelity of thermal statistics, leading to
significant computational cost. Furthermore, MD simula-
tions24 depend intimately on interatomic potential functions
that have often been developed and characterized for bulk
materials but are uncertain for nanoscale structures, particu-
larly heterogeneous ones. Errors in phonon vibrational char-
acteristics introduced by such potentials can be significant.
Further, the semiclassical nature of MD simulation restricts
its predictive applicability to temperatures near the Debye
temperature and higher.14
Diao et al.25 employed a Tersoff many-body potential
for MD simulation of thermal resistance across a Si-CNT
interface. The resistance decreased from 0.01 to 0.002 mm2
K/W as higher pressure was imposed. Fan et al.26 studied a
similar interface, and the thermal resistances were presented
as a function of the number of chemical bonds formed at the
interface. The highest predicted thermal resistance was 0.003
mm2 K/W for an interface connected by only two chemical
bonds and reduced to 0.0007 mm2 K/W for 10 chemical
bonds. These resistances are 1–2 orders of magnitude lower
than various measured results10,13,22,23 and suggest that other
factors such as intermediate catalysts and nonideality of
bonding may not be captured in these idealized atomistic
simulations.
Prasher et al.27 investigated low-temperature phonon
transport through nanoscale constrictions at different limits
of phonon wavelength relative to the size of the constriction.
The contact resistance shows a temperature dependence of
T7 at low temperature due to phonon wave effects. Prasher et
al.28 applied an acoustic mismatch model for thermal con-
ductance at a nanotube/nanowire Si interface and found rela-
tively high resistances. Cola et al.29 developed a contact
resistance model for a CNT array interface by applying semi-
empirical wool fiber compression theory to incorporate array
deformation and contact mechanisms. Ballistic interface
model predicts local thermal resistance of order 0.001 mm2
K/W between CNTs and several commonly used substrates
for CNT synthesis. At van der Waals dominated CNT inter-
faces, thermal resistance is two orders of magnitude higher
than at ideal interfaces that assume ballistic constriction.
Duda et al.30 studied a metal-graphite interface using a dif-
fuse mismatch model (DMM) with reasonably good agree-
ment with experiment work. Son et al.31 compared
experimental CNT arrays on Si/SiO2 substrates with theoreti-
cal predictions. Although these analytical models are
straightforward to apply, only few studies have incorporated
the effects of atomistic-scale bonding. For instance,
Prasher32 studied van der Waals interfaces with an acoustic
mismatch model.
Phonon transport from a 3D crystalline substrate to a
low-dimensional nanoscale element such as a CNT or a
GNR is often referred as a point or line contact problem. At
a point contact, phonons can propagate through the interface
without significant anharmonic interactions. However, the
transport is strongly influenced by wavelike phenomena and
the interruption of wave propagation at the interface. There-
fore, a method that incorporates wave effects is essential to
solving such problems rigorously. The atomistic Green’s
function method uses a quantum mechanics approach to
study phonon interfacial transport. The method solves lattice
dynamics equations through the computation of contact and
device Green’s functions and evaluates interface transmis-
sion functions by matching phonon wave modes. The full
phonon density of states and phonon group velocities are im-
plicitly included in the Green’s function, and phonon disper-
sion relations are not required a priori for the calculation.
Despite the advantages of the Green’s function method,
two challenges are inherent to its implementation: (i)
unknown atomic positions at the interface and (ii) lack of
force constant models for low-dimensional nanostructures,
metals, and their interface. For instance, atomic positions
and interface bonding potentials are generally unknown for
metal-CNT and metal-GNR interfaces because of the ran-
dom nature of bonding between dissimilar lattices and com-
plex chemical reactions during synthesis. First-principles
DFT, which provides predictions for electron density and
phonon dynamics, can be used to compute force constants at
pristine contacts and at heterogeneous interfaces. The inte-
gration of DFT and AGF methods can potentially improve
predictions of thermal interfacial transport. Even so, the
computation of force constants at heterogeneous interfaces
often requires assumptions due to the uncertainties in atomic
position and interface bonding.
Zhang et al.33 studied the influence of different empiri-
cal force constant models on the phonon transmission func-
tion and observed that the deviation in transmission
functions is significant. For acoustic phonon modes, which
constitute approximately 2/3 of a bulk material’s specific
heat at room temperature, the difference in phonon disper-
sion between empirical potential-based theoretical predic-
tions and experiment results can be as high as 30%. Previous
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work has shown that the DFT predicts phonon properties of
pure materials in good agreement with experimental
results.34 Many available open-source DFT programs can
provide accurate interatomic force constants (IFCs) which
can be utilized as inputs for the Green’s function method.
For example, metal substrates, whose vibrational properties
are important in determining phonon transport at interfaces,
are commonly used in nanomaterial synthesis. However, the
primary interest has been in their electron properties, and lit-
tle attention has usually been paid to their phonon properties;
consequently, few accurate IFCs models are available. Fur-
thermore DFT calculations can be used to study phonon
vibrational properties of many unique nanostructures such as
CNTs (Ref. 17) and GNRs (Refs. 35 and 36).
To date, few promising interface force constants models
have been proposed for point contact structures because of a
lack of knowledge regarding the interfacial bonding struc-
ture. In this paper, we focus on using interatomic force con-
stants (IFCs) obtained from DFT in the Green’s function
method to study phonon transport between TiC and GNRs.
Ti is a transition metal with high melting temperature and
good adhesive character, which makes it a good catalyst sup-
port for CNT thermal interfaces. During synthesis, Ti is
expected to react with carbon to form TiC in direct contact
with CNTs. Instead of studying arbitrary CNT structures,
GNRs are used as a substitute to simplify both DFT and
AGF calculations. The interface bonding between TiC and
GNR is assumed to be covalent. The following section con-
tains a brief introduction of the problem and DFT-derived
lattice dynamics. Then, the integration of DFT-derived IFCs
with the AGF is described, and interface conductances are
calculated and are used to estimate CNT interface resistance.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
TiC is a metal consisting of interpenetrating Ti face-cen-
tered cubic (fcc) and C face centered cubic sublattices offset
by a half-body diagonal of a cube with lattice constant 4.26
A˚. In the crystal, each Ti or C type has six nearest neighbors
of the opposite type with a distance of 2.13 A˚. The distance
between nearest same atoms is 3.01 (2.13 21/2) A˚, which is
6% longer than twice the C–C bond length (1.42 A˚) in gra-
phene. A primitive unit cell of TiC contains a Ti atom and a
C atom separated by 2.13 A˚. Therefore, the (001) plane of
TiC can contain either all Ti or all C atoms depending on ori-
entation. Previous research37 has shown that GNRs can be
synthesized on stepped Ti-face TiC surfaces. The results
indicate that armchair edges of GNRs are parallel to step
edge lines, which lie along the face diagonal of the Ti FCC
lattice in TiC. Based on these results, hydrogen edge-passi-
vated GNRs are postulated in this work to bond to the Ti
face between two TiC substrates with the armchair contact
interface parallel to the face diagonal of Ti fcc in this work.
A schematic view of a TiC-GNR-TiC structure is shown in
Fig. 1(a) where the cyan atoms are C, green atoms are Ti,
and red atoms are H. The structure in Fig. 1(a) is represented
by TiC-8GNR-TiC where 8 is the number of carbon dimers
in a GNR unit cell. The device in Fig. 1(a) is 5 unit cells
long (1.23 nm). Later in this paper, n is used to refer to the
number of dimers in a GNR unit cell, and m is the GNR
length expressed in number of unit cells. The bulk materials
on both sides, TiC substrates in this problem, are referred to
as contacts, and the GNR is denoted as the device. Because
the armchair edges of GNRs are connected to the contacts,
the H-passivated edges of the GNR device are zigzag. The
atomic positions in the x-z plane containing the GNR are
shown in Fig. 1(b).
To simplify the calculation, the GNR unit cell at each end
of device is strained by 6% in the x direction so that the C–C
bond length matches half of the face diagonal distance of TiC
unit cell. The rest of the unit cells in the GNR and all unit cells
in the contacts remain unstrained. The strain in the x direction
creates approximately 1% transverse strain in the z direction
based on a Possion’s ratio of 0.149 from DFT predictions.38
III. LATTICE DYNAMICAL MATRICES
INCORPORATING DFT FORCE CONSTANTS
Two different approaches commonly used in DFT to predict
IFCs are density functional perturbation theory (DFPT)39,40 and
the finite-difference method.41 DFPT calculations are computa-
tionally expensive and are usually applied to systems with few
atoms. Iseav et al.34 used a DFPT incorporated software QUAN-
TUM ESPRESSO
42 (QE) to study the vibrational properties of TiC.
The results show excellent agreement with experiments. The
finite difference method41 is amenable to larger systems and
provides reasonable results. Gillen et al.35 used a DFT software
SIESTA,43 which incorporates a pseudopotential formulation, to
study phonon properties of GNRs and produced fairly good
agreement with other models. Given the previous success of dif-
ferent DFT programs for the two materials of interest here, IFCs
for TiC are obtained from QE calculations following the DFT
protocols of Isaev et al.34 while IFCs for GNRs are calculated by
SIESTA using the approach of Gilen et al.35 in the present work.
FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic view
of an m¼ 5 TiC-8GNR-TiC structure.
(a) 3D view; (b) atoms in GNR plane.
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DFT calculates force constants between an atom and its
nth nearest neighbor in which n can be very large. For exam-
ple, in QE, n is proportional to the number of k points used
to sample the Brillouin zone. It is computationally inefficient
to employ all such interactions in Green’s function calcula-
tions because many long-range interactions are weak. There-
fore, a cutoff distance is typically imposed such that it is
long enough to replicate known vibrational properties of a
material. Upon truncation, force constants are adjusted to
ensure harmonicity and to satisfy the acoustic sum rule.17
The TiC dispersion curves from both the QE calculation
and truncated lattice dynamics based on the DFT-derived
IFCs are presented in Fig. 2. In the lattice dynamics calcula-
tion, the cutoff is chosen to be 4.26 A˚ which atoms up to the
fourth nearest neighbors. The results show that only limited
difference is introduced by truncation of interatomic interac-
tions. The theoretical predictions of phonon frequency at
high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone are compared to
experimental data44 in Table I. The optical modes exhibit a
small difference from experimental results (approximately
10% at C and X). However, the phonon statistical distribu-
tion renders this difference insignificant for thermal transport
at room temperature.
In our lattice dynamics work for GNRs, all interactions
between an atom and all atoms within the second nearest unit
cell are included. The lattice dynamics results are shown in
Fig. 3 together with results from DFT. The zoomed-in view of
the dispersion curves at low frequency shows neither of the
calculations produces four acoustic modes at the Brillouin
zone center; the DFT calculation predicts a fourth “acoustic
mode” of frequency 4 1012 rad/s and the LD calculation
gives a frequency of 6 1012 rad/s. This nonzero fourth acous-
tic mode has been explained by Gillen et al.17 to be the result
of hydrogen passivation or possible numerical error. Further,
the quadratic ZA phonon mode predicted by the LD calcula-
tion exhibits negative frequency (> 1 1012 rad/s) near the
Brillouin zone center that is caused by truncation of force con-
stants and the enforcement of the acoustic sum rule.
IV. INTERFACE AND BARE-SURFACE FORCE
CONSTANT MATRICES
Force constants at interfaces are difficult to obtain by
DFT. We attempted to resolve the TiC-GNR atomic posi-
tions and related IFCs by DFT (SIESTA), but convergence of
the electronic energy ground states did not occur. We note
FIG. 2. (Color online) Comparison of phonon dispersion curves obtained
using lattice dynamics and DFT of bulk TiC from C to X.
TABLE I. Comparison of calculated phonon frequencies of TiC at high
symmetry points C and X (in 1012 rad/s).
CLO/TO XTA XLA XTO XLO
LD 89.5/88.0 53.1 65.2 92.7 107.5
DFT 96.2 54.1 65.5 95.0 107.0
Exp. (Ref. 44) 102.0 53.4 67.9 103.7 116.0
FIG. 3. (Color online) Comparison of phonon dispersion curves of n¼ 6
GNR obtained using lattice dynamics and DFT and the zoom-in view at low
frequencies.
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that no prior work to our knowledge has reported success in
obtaining IFCs for TiC-GNR interfaces from first-principles
DFT. However, previous DFT work has reported electron
density distributions of CNTs adsorbed on Si substrates,45,46
though no IFCs, which involve significantly more computa-
tional effort, were calculated. The results indicate that the Si–
C interface bond is covalent based on the charge density at
the interface. Based on this result, we assume that the GNRs
are covalently bonded to TiC substrates at the interface.
Therefore, the interface IFCs here are obtained by simply
rotating the TiC force constant matrix and adjusting the IFCs
to account for changes in bond length as described below.
The shortest distance between surface Ti and C atoms in
the GNR is set to be 2.13 A˚ which is the Ti–C bond length in
TiC [see Fig. 1(b)]. The force constants are cutoff beyond
4.26 A˚ between atoms in the contacts and the device. How-
ever, longer-range Ti–C interactions exist at the interfaces,
and for these, a correction is introduced by reducing these
force constants by a factor of d0
2/d2 where d is the actual dis-
tance between Ti and C atoms at interface and d0 largest Ti–
C distance less than d in a pure TiC crystal. This type of
quadratic correction can be found in the two-body term of
Harrison potential.47 Also, the changes in IFCs because of
the strain in GNR unit cells at interfaces are accounted fol-
lowing the method introduced by Chen and Wang.48
The C–H interactions in passivated GNRs create optical
modes with frequencies greater than 1.3 1014 rad/s; no
phonon states exist in TiC contacts at such frequencies. On
the other hand, the harmonic assumption used in this work
cannot capture three-phonon processes involving interactions
among phonons with different frequencies. Therefore, the
interactions between the substrate and H are ignored in this
paper. Furthermore, interactions between GNR atoms and
contact atoms are restricted to the atoms in the same x-z
plane of the GNR because these van der Waals interactions
are weak compared to the in-plane covalent bonds.
Because of the dimensional mismatch and interatomic
coupling at interfaces, the force constant matrices of the indi-
vidual contact and device surfaces are constructed first. We
assume that the force constants between each pair of atoms
do not depend on the surrounding structure. Under this
assumption, bare-surface force constant matrices are
obtained by removing the interaction between surface atoms
and their missing neighbors [see Fig. 4(a)]:
Ki;bare ¼ KiþKi;n; (1)
where Ki is the force constant matrix of atom i without miss-
ing neighbors and Ki,n is the interaction between it and its
missing neighbors. Note, Ki,bare and Ki are 3 3 block diago-
nal. After coupling, the force constant matrices of both TiC
contacts and GNR are reevaluated by including interface
interactions. The force constant matrices must satisfy the
acoustic sum rule while retaining a Hermitian form:
Ki;inter¼Ki;bareji; (2)
where Ki,inter is the interface block diagonal force constant
matrix and j is the interaction between an atom i of the con-
tact or device and its new neighbors introduced by interface.
The coupled case is shown in Fig. 4(b) in which the force
constant matrices between contacts and device are repre-
sented by Kd,c and Kc,d.
V. TRANSMISSION FUNCTION AND INTERFACE
THERMAL CONDUCTANCE
After obtaining the force constants, the harmonic matri-
ces of the system are computed and used as inputs for the
Green’s function calculation as described by Zhang et al.49
The surface vibrational modes of the contacts are strongly
coupled with the bulk contacts, which extend to infinity and
therefore cannot be represented with finite matrices. The
decimation technique50 is designed to decouple the surface
modes from bulk contacts through a numerical manipulation
of Green’s functions and harmonic matrices. The technique
has become a standard approach for the Green’s function
method to handle large contacts and has been described in
previous work.33,51
In general, the decimation technique needs to be per-
formed only on a primitive unit cell of the contacts and
therefore introduces small computational cost. However, at a
constricted interface, a specialized unit cell must be defined
to handle the size mismatch of harmonic matrices at the
interface. The criterion for defining this unit cell is that it
should include all atoms that interact with the device and can
be mapped to the entire contact upon translation. In Fig. 5, a
top view of the atoms on the x-z plane of the GNR is shown.
The specialized unit cell is shown by the red box, and the
decimation technique is performed on it to calculate contact
surface phonon modes.
The Green’s function not only contains the vibrational
properties of phonons, but also accounts for the local density
of phonon states. Both the interface phonon escape rate and de-
vice Green’s function strongly depend on the perturbation intro-
duced by device-contact coupling through a self-energy matrixX
L Rð Þ
¼ sL Rð ÞD;L Rð ÞCgL Rð ÞCsþL Rð ÞC;L Rð ÞD; (3)
where sL Rð ÞD;L Rð ÞC is a harmonic matrix that describes the
interaction between contact and device; L and R in the sub-
scripts represent left and right; C and D represent contact
and device; gL(R)C is the contact Green’s function; and
sþL Rð ÞC;L Rð ÞDis the conjugate transpose of sL Rð ÞD;L Rð ÞC. The real
FIG. 4. (Color online) Schematic view of decoupled and coupled interfaces
where H atoms are red, C atoms are cyan, and Ti atoms are green.
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part of the self-energy matrix represents the correction to the
device harmonic matrix due to interface coupling, and the
imaginary part is the perturbation introduced by contacts. Fur-
ther, the imaginary part of the self-energy matrix is used to
estimate the matrix form of the interfacial phonon escape rate














The device Green’s function is








where Hd is the device harmonic matrix. The phonon trans-
mission function is calculated from the device density of
states weighted by the interfacial escape rate
N xð Þ ¼ Tr CLGCRGþð Þ: (6)






N xð Þ dN
dT
dx; (7)
where N is the Bose–Einstein distribution, x is angular fre-
quency, and hx represents phonon energy.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Thermal conductance of pure GNRs
We first examine the thermal conductance of pure
GNRs calculated by two different force constant models. In
previous work,18 the conductances of GNRs were studied
using empirical force constants. Here, thermal conductances
calculated by the AGF method with DFT-derived IFCs are
compared with previous results. The thermal conductance of
n¼ 4 and n¼ 14 GNRs predicted by different models are
plotted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). For the n¼ 4 pure GNR, the
thermal conductance predicted by the 4NNFC model
shows610% deviation from the DFT-based result between
0 to 600 K. The difference is maximum around 50 K. At
room temperature and higher, the empirical model overesti-
mates conductance by approximately 10% as compared to
the DFT model. On the other hand, for the n¼ 14 GNR, the
4NNFC model is only slightly lower than the DFT-based
result at near 50 K, and then over predicts conductance for
all higher temperature. The maximum deviation of approxi-
mately 30% occurs below 10 K. This is because, in the em-
pirical model, the nonzero “ZA” mode becomes close to
zero as the width increases18 which does not occur in the
DFT model. It is important to point out that the 4NNFC
model is applied on unpassivated GNRs because the model
can not account for the C–H interaction. Therefore, there is
no C–H mode contribution to GNR thermal conductance in
4NNFC model based results. According to the calculation by
Gillen et al.,35 the C–H modes only occupy over small fre-
quency range. Hence, their corresponding thermal conduct-
ance is very small.
B. Transmission function of TiC-GNR-TiC structures
The phonon transmission function represents the proba-
bility-weighted number of phonon modes that can propagate
through an interface at a given frequency. Figure 7 shows
the transmission function of a TiC-4GNR-TiC structure for
which the GNR length is 5 unit cells. The transmission func-
tion is negligible for frequencies below 1013 rad/s due to the
large vibrational mismatch between contacts and device. The
transmission function is null above 1.3 1014 rad/s because
no phonon modes exist in the TiC contacts at these frequen-
cies. Very low phonon transmission exists between
9.0 1013 rad/s and 1.3 1014 rad/s despite the presence of
modes at these frequencies in the TiC contacts. Recalling the
FIG. 5. (Color online) Definition of specialized unit cells used in the AGF
calculation for TiC contacts where H atoms are red, C atoms are cyan, and
Ti atoms are green.
FIG. 6. (Color online) Thermal conduc-
tances of pure GNRs results from differ-
ent force constant inputs.
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phonon dispersion relation of TiC in Fig. 2, the phonons at
frequencies higher than 9.0 1013 rad/s are optical phonons.
Therefore, our results indicate that the Ti-face TiC reflects
almost all optical phonons under the harmonic assumption.
To elucidate this phenomenon, we examine the physics
behind the transmission function. The C matrix for phonon
escape rate can also be determined by
CL Rð Þ xð Þ ¼ sL Rð ÞC;L Rð ÞDAL Rð ÞCsþL Rð ÞD;L Rð ÞC; (8)
where ALC and ARC are defined as
AL Rð ÞC ¼ i gL Rð ÞC  gþL Rð ÞC
 
; (9)
where A is proportional to the phonon local density of states







Here, /I are the eigenvectors of matrix A; ki are the corre-
sponding eigenvalues, and i is the index of phonon branches.
The LDOS is proportional to the trace of matrix A in Eq.
(10) which is a summation of ki because the eigenvectors are
unit vectors; the trace is proportional to the amplitude of
vibration. For a unit cell with several atoms, the escape rate
of an atom’s corresponding phonon wave is determined by
the vibrational amplitude of the atom and the contact device
interaction matrix [see Eq. (8)]. Due to the mass difference
of Ti and C atoms, the contribution of C atoms to the trace of
A is much greater than that of Ti atoms for optical phonons.
For example, our DFT calculation predicts that the C atom
vibration amplitude is nearly 20 times greater than that of Ti
at the Brillouin zone center. Therefore, the transmission
function of optical phonons strongly depends on the transport
of C atom phonon waves. However, the interaction between
C atoms in the contacts and C atoms in the device is
extremely weak because of the intervening layer of Ti atoms,
resulting in a severe reduction in transmission. In addition,
the vibrational mismatch between GNR and contacts pre-
cludes the propagation of almost all optical phonons in a har-
monic system.
Thermal conductances of several additional TiC-GNR-
TiC structures have been calculated based on transmission
functions predicted by the AGF method and Landauer’s for-
mula [Eq. (7)]. The results are shown in Fig. 8. Despite the
differences in device width, all thermal conductances show
an asymptotic trend above 200 K because phonons in TiC-
GNR-TiC structures are mainly transmitted below 8 1013
rad/s, which matches the thermal energy kBT at 200 K. The
increasing conductance above 200 K is a reflection of
increased phonon occupation with temperature. The
FIG. 7. Phonon transmission function of a m¼ 5 TiC-6GNR-TiC structure. FIG. 8. (Color online) Thermal conductances of a set of m¼ 5 TiC-GNR-
TiC structures.
FIG. 9. (Color online) Thermal conduc-
tances of pure GNR and TiC-GNR-TiC
and their ratios.
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conductance increases with the width of nanoribbons
because of the increasing of number of channels for phonon
transport.
To quantify the thermal conductance reduction intro-
duced by the interface, the conductances of TiC-4GNR-TiC
and TiC-14GNR-TiC structures are plotted in Fig. 9 together
with the thermal conductance of the corresponding pure
GNRs predicted by the DFT-based method. The thermal con-
ductances of pure GNRs are not affected by interfaces
and reflect the intrinsic thermal characteristics of GNRs.
The results reveal that the heterogeneous interfaces of the
TiC-GNR-TiC structures significantly reduce thermal con-
ductance as compared to the pure GNR case. At low temper-
atures (below 10 K), the conductances of the heterogeneous
structures are nearly zero because of the low transmission
functions at low frequencies indicated previously in Fig. 7.
The effects of GNR length in TiC-GNR-TiC structures
has also been investigated. The thermal conductance of these
structures with widths n¼ 4, 8, and 12 and lengths m¼ 5, 7,
9, 11, 13, and 15 are shown in Fig. 10 at T¼ 300 K. For
structures with same width, the thermal conductances exhibit
very little length dependence because the interfaces domi-
nate transport. In effect, the device Green’s function and
resultant phonon escape rates are insensitive to GNR length.
We attribute this insensitivity to length to geometry effects.
In Ref. 52 we computed the thermal conductance of armchair
and zig-zag edged GNRs bridged graphene sheets and found
that such system with armchair-edged GNRs exhibited a
dependence on length while zig-zag edged GNRs did not,
purely due to geometric reasons. The AGF method does not
account for internal scattering, which would result in length
dependence for long-enough GNRs if included. However,
the GNRs considered here are only 3.7 nm in length, whereas
the phonon mean free path in bulk graphene is of the order
of 700 nm.53 Thus, bulk scattering effects would be negligi-
ble here even if they were included.
The other setup considered is the TiC-GNR interface in
which the GNR is assumed to be infinitely long. In such a
structure, only one interface exists, and the setup is referred
to here as “single contact.” This structure is intended to
approximate an interface between TiC and a long unzipped
CNT. The conductances of the single contact cases are
shown in Fig. 11(a), and the conductances normalized by
GNR width are shown in Fig. 11(b). Similar to the TiC-
GNR-TiC cases, thermal conductance increases with GNR
width and begins to asymptote above 200 K. The width-nor-
malized thermal conductances decrease with increasing
width until they converge for n > 12.
We use this converged result to estimate the interface
thermal conductance of TiC-CNT interfaces. The results
show that the normalized results trend toward a value of 0.25
W/Km At room temperature. Based on the results of Xu and
Fisher,9 the average diameter of MWCNTs is 30 nm (with a
corresponding circumference near 100 nm). Therefore, ther-
mal conductance of the outer wall of a MWCNT is approxi-
mately 2.5 108 W/K. The density of vertical CNT arrays
synthesized in the experiment was 108/mm2.9 Therefore,
the estimated thermal resistance for such a MWCNT array is
0.4 mm2 K/W, assuming that the outer walls dominate ther-
mal transport.54 Importantly, this value agrees in an order-
of-magnitude sense with the experimental results of Cola,55
who used a photoacoustic technique to determine the local
CNT-substrate interface thermal resistance across the array.
FIG. 10. (Color online) Length dependence of conductance at T¼ 300 K for
TiC-GNR-TiC structures.
FIG. 11. (Color online) (a) Thermal conductance of single contact TiC-GNR interfaces and (b) conductance normalized by ribbon width.
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On the basis of the foregoing results, we have developed
an empirical interface conductance model to facilitate the
study of low-dimensional graphene-based thermal interface
problems such as those involving metal-CNT and metal-
GNR structures. In the model, it is assumed that thermal con-
ductance of such interfaces can be represented by a fourth
order polynomial in temperature:
k¼B0þB1TþB2T2þB3T3þB4T4; (11)
where B0–4 are fitting parameters and T is temperature. The
TiC-GNR interfaces converged at n¼ 14. The resulting fit,
based on the TiC-14GNR results, is shown in Fig. 12 together
with the AGF-predicted thermal conductance. The figure
shows close agreement with AGF results across a broad tem-
perature range. The values of fitted constants B0–4 for n¼ 14
GNR and statistics of the fitting are tabulated in Table II.
VII. CONCLUSION
An AGF method that employs DFT-derived IFCs has
been developed to study thermal interface conductance
between bulk TiC and GNRs. The DFT-computed force con-
stants are optimized to produce phonon characteristics that
agree with experiment results for bulk materials. For pure
GNRs, the AGF results that employ DFT IFCs predict 10%
lower thermal conductance than a model with empirical
IFCs for room temperature and higher. For a GNR situated
between two Ti-face TiC contacts, optical phonon transmis-
sion is small due to the low phonon escape rate at such inter-
faces. Heterogeneous interfaces severely reduce thermal
conductance as compared to pristine devices; the reduction is
85% or higher at room temperature. GNR length is insignifi-
cant in determining the overall thermal conductance in TiC-
GNR-TiC structures. For single-contact cases, the width-
normalized thermal conductance converges at n¼ 14 and is
used to estimate resistance of CNT thermal interface materi-
als based on reported synthesis parameters. The resulting
thermal interface resistance is found to be of the same order
of magnitude as reported experimental results. Least-squares
polynomial fitting is performed on TiC-GNR interface con-
ductances to provide an approximate model for thermal inter-
face studies.
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